**SHAKER HILLS OPENS IN BAY STATE**

HARVARD, Mass. — Golfers in eastern Massachusetts have a new public course. Shaker Hills Golf Club in Harvard—that will provide championship playing conditions, reserved tee times and other amenities usually found only at private clubs, but without the high membership fees.

Shaker Hills golf Club which opened July 4, was designed by Brian Silva and Mark Mungeam. It boasts many unique features, including 85 tees that provide a variety of situations, playing conditions and angles of attack. The course measures 6,850 yards from the championship tees, and just over 5,000 yards from the front tees.

Silva and Mungeam took advantage of the 170 acre tract to develop a layout that will test the best players, but can be enjoyed by players of all levels.

Shaker Hills offers 24-hours access to a computerized reservation system via telephone hotline. Players will also enjoy the convenience of a bag drop, plus access to a 300-yard range with grass tees and a large practice green. They can also subscribe to the GHIN system (Golf Handicap & Information Network) provided by the Massachusetts Golf Association.

**WALDEN LAKE ADDS 9**

PLANT CITY, Fla. — Nine new holes of golf opened in June in the residential community of Walden Lake, bringing the total number of golf holes to 36. The new nine, to be called The Oaks, along with the existing Pines nine, will be available for public play and is anticipated to be well received. The project, with a $1.5 million investment, was developed by Golforce, Inc. and Ron Garl championship course architect.

**FLOOD DOESN'T STOP NEW COURSE**

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Despite extensive damage caused by two heavy downpours—commonly called gully washers in eastern Tennessee—the new public golf course in Knox County is scheduled to open in August.

Located in the northeast part of the county, the course lies in full view of nearby House Mountain, the highest county point. Tom Clark of Ault, Clark, Inc., Kensington, Md., designed the scenic and challenging layout. Multiple teeing areas make it a well-balanced public facility that can be expanded to 7,000 yards for tournament play.

The course will be managed for the Knox County Parks and Recreation Department by Club Corp. of America.

**OCEAN COURSE OPENS EARLY**

KIAWAH ISLAND, S.C. — The Ocean Course at Kiawah Island, site of this year’s 20th renewal of the biennial Ryder Cup Matches on Sept. 27-29, opened for limited play on May 24.

Under a limited-play schedule, up to 100 players per day will be accommodated on The Ocean Course. Green fees are $100.

**SANTA ROSA, Calif. — Golfplan, The Roldan Fream Design Group, Ltd., is immersed in golf course projects in 20 countries, but has several “firsts” in its own backyard. Redhawk Golf Course at Temecula, north of San Diego, and Oakhurst Country Club in Clayton, are listed No. One and Two by California Golf magazine as the best new courses in California.

It’s a rare distinction that one firm designed the two best new courses for one year in a state with so many courses. Oakhurst, rated the best new course in Northern California, plays through the hills at the base of Mt. Diablo. The course opened for play in November and is reported in great shape. Windsor was the site of a Ben Hogan Tour event in October. If course is on rolling fairways dotted with oak trees and large greens.
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**Pros cashing in on name, knowledge...**

Touring men feel they can translate their skills into design...

**By Bob Seligman**

Money and the desire to stay involved with the game have attracted many aging professional golfers to golf course architecture. Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer were the trailblazers. Following their lead are such players as Tom Weiskopf, Fuzzy Zoeller, Ben Crenshaw, Larry Nelson, Mark McCumber, Tom Watson, Hale Irwin, Curtis Strange, Gary Player, Lee Trevino, Johnny Miller, Greg Norman, David Graham, Gary Koch, Craig Stadler, Jerry Pate, Calvin Peete, Corey Pavin, Hubert Green and Dan Pohl.

"It’s like the domino effect, beginning with Palmer and Nicklaus and fanning out from there," Nelson said. "Other players have seen how much enjoyment they get from it."

Not to mention money. Nicklaus gets $1.5 million per course, Palmer $1 million, Player $500,000, McCumber and Nelson $350,000. McCumber, who has built or designed 30 courses, said many professionals are involved with golf course design because of the large fees.

"Golf is in a boom and they’re jumping on the bandwagon," said McCumber, who won The Players Championship in 1986. "Each one of them has varying degrees of involvement..."
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There are fewer big name women players because of the lack of television coverage of the LPGA Tour compared to the men’s tours," said architect Brian Silva. "Most clients would rather hang their banners on the PGA or Senior tours than the LPGA Tour."

A number of LPGA players have helped lay out courses.

Jan Stephenson was the first player to design a facility, according to the association’s player guide.

Hollie Stacy has designed her first course, Black Hawk, in Austin, Texas.

Amy Alcott, who is just one victory shy of qualifying for the LPGA Hall of Fame, has consulted with Robert Trent Jones Jr. and the team of Geoffery Cornish & Silva in Hawaii, California, Virginia and Kentucky.

Hall of Fame member Carol Mann assisted architect Roger Packard at Sweetwater Country Club in Sugarland, Texas.

But that’s about as deep as LPGA players’ experience goes. Compare that with the demand for such male players as Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Gary Player, Lee Trevino, Tom Weiskopf, Curtis Strange, Hale Irwin, David Graham, Sam Snead and on and on. Nicklaus alone has designed and opened 76 courses worldwide through last September.

"Historically, the golf culture has sought males and not females to design courses," said Mann, winner of 38 professional tournaments, twice as many as Irwin. "That’s changing, but slowly."

"It’s traditionally been a male thing," agreed Alcott. "I’ve talked to many professional female architects in the staffs of leading design companies. They work behind the scenes and often don’t get the credit for the work they do."

Money isn’t the only reason few women players are designing courses. Most male players turn to course architecture as their playing days draw to a close. Palmer, Player, Nicklaus and Weiskopf are much more active in designing than Strange or Greg Norman.

"I’m not sure that many women players are at the point in their career when they are interested in design," said LPGA Director of Promotions Cindy Sisson. "We held our first Senior event last year and just 15 or 20 players were even eligible. Our organization is just 40 years old."

Then there is the touchy subject of the difference between the sexes.

"I’m not sure that many women players are aggressive enough or have the desire to be designers," Beljan said. "A lot of the women..."
Female professional golfers finding themselves
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players have the urge to become mothers when they get into their 30s. It's just a physi-

ological function of being a woman. "How many women can handle a playing schedule, family and course design? Whether

we care to admit it or not, there are certain physiological and psychological differences between men and women that are meant to be."

Added Alcott: "Many LPGA players want to start families. Designing courses takes a total love of the game and a lot of time. Raising a family definitely cuts into your time."

Said David Graham, who first teamed with Gary Panks four years ago: "There's defi-
nitely a lot of opportunity out there for women players to design courses. But I don't think there are too many knocking on the door to get in."

"I don't know if that many women players have expressed an interest," added Silva. "The market for women players to design isn't being developed right now, but it could be. There wasn't a market for courses developed by PGA Tour players 20 years ago. They developed that market, with the help of tele-

vision."

Although her only experience (unpaid) was Sweetwater back in the early 1980s, Mann said she would like to do more design work. She feels LPGA players could help design courses that would attract and keep more women in the game. "Forty-one percent of new golfers are women," she said. "Yet three out of four drop out the first year. Those dropping out say the golf experience is too intimidating and in-

volves too much failure."

"I'd like to design courses that are more user friendly. I'd put tees 150 yards from every green, even on 420-yard par 4s. Begin-
ners could play those tees and not hold others up. It would be sort of a course within a course."
Alcott calls herself a traditionalist, favoring the small greens and wide fairways of early-1900 architects like Donald Ross and Albert Tillinghast.

"Courses should be playable for everyone," she said. "One way to do that is with more tees. You can set up a course so it can be played in many different ways and not have to hit the same shots on the same holes all the time."

Silva said women pros "might have a better feel for the way the average player plays a golf course," since the distance the "average" player hits the ball and the clubs the "average" player uses would be closer to the female than the male pros.

One of Beljan's main complaints about many pro-turned-designers is they've forgotten what it was like to be an 18- or 20-handicapper. Consequently, they design courses too hard for the average player.

Her other gripe is that many touring pros don't understand maintenance and create facilities that are expensive and difficult to maintain.

"A player needs to take time to learn the business," she said. "Jack Nicklaus worked with Desmond Muirhead and Pete Dye before going off on his own. He had a lot of knowledge about what plays well from his playing experience. But he also learned a lot about things like drainage and agronomics.

"There are many players who haven't done that. That's one of the things I like about David Graham. It's refreshing to find someone who has devoted his life to the game, and yet realized there was a lot he didn't know."

"If a well-known woman player did what I did, she could develop an excellent name for herself," Graham said. "You have to get into the business cautiously and you can't represent yourself as something (college-trained architect) you're not. You're dealing in millions of dollars of someone else's money and you have a tremendous obligation to make sure the job is done right."

When he realized course design was something he'd like to pursue as his playing career wound down, Graham began to ask questions. He talked to college-trained architects and players-turned-designers.

"I wanted to know who was the best architect out there who hadn't yet aligned himself with a player," the Australian-born golfer and 1981 U.S. Open winner said. "I knew I couldn't present myself as an architect. I would have been out of my element.

"But I knew I would be good at making an initial phone call that could get us an audience with a developer. I just had to find a qualified architect who would be beside me once we got in the room."

"I talked with Jay Morrish, Tom Weiskopf, Beljan, Fazio and many others. They led me to Gary Panks. Now it's my job to get us through the door and Gary's to produce the product."

"I'm there for the first site inspection and I help with the advertising. Once the course is routed I get involved with strategy, placement of bunkers, things like that." One of the things that impressed Silva about Alcott, who said she has attended seminars on golf course design and read extensively on the subject, was her genuine interest in craft and client.

"She had a chance to stamp her name on a project she had little to do with, but she didn't do it. That type of honesty is too rare in this day and age," the Massachusetts-based architect said.

"She has the potential to be very good. She has a reputation as a creative shotmaker. That inventiveness translates well into the thought process that goes into course design."

"She'll probably get more involved in design when her playing career slows down. It takes a lot of time to do it right. That's what amazes me about Nicklaus. He plays a lot, has a billion business interests, but still has all those golf projects. And he spends a lot of time on each one."

Said Alcott: "My strong point is aesthetics. I've played more than 2,000 courses. I think I can take a little of what I've learned there and help enhance a course's eye appeal.'

— Amy Alcott
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